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11 Playing with Vision
The Panoramic Shot in Laura Mulvey and Peter Wollen’s  
Riddles of the Sphinx

It is said that analyzing pleasure, or beauty, destroys it. That is the intention of this article. 
The satisfaction and reinforcement of the ego that represent the high point of "lm history 
hitherto must be attacked. Not in favor of a reconstructed new pleasure, which cannot exist in 
the abstract, nor of intellectualized unpleasure, but to make way for a total negation of the ease 
and plenitude of the narrative "ction "lm. The alternative is the thrill that comes from leaving 
the past behind without rejecting it, transcending outworn or oppressive forms, or daring to 
break with normal pleasurable expectations in order to conceive a new language of desire.

—  Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (1975)

ment is exempt.” Martin Jay has suggested the Lacanian- 
Althusserian tradition of "lm theory that the “Visual 
Pleasure” essay embodied was essentially “cinephobic.” 2 
Many still read—  and teach—  it as a pessimistic essay: an 
indictment of cinema, even of vision itself.

But these characterizations account for only one part 
of Mulvey’s project. “Visual Pleasure” is surely a polemic, 
but it is also a program: a rallying cry for radical, avant- 
garde revisions of cinematic language. Rather than wal-
lowing in “intellectualized unpleasure,” Mulvey urges us 
instead to feel the “thrill” that might come from imagining 
“a new language of desire.” 3 Mulvey practiced what she 
preached: her own "lms give us a better sense of what the 
risks and thrills of experimentation might be.

This essay examines Riddles of the Sphinx (1977), one 
of several "lms Mulvey made during the 1970s and 1980s 
with her husband at the time, Peter Wollen. Though the 
"lm has "ve distinct parts, I will focus on its central, lon-
gest section, which comprises thirteen panoramic shots. 

Cinema as a Radical Weapon
In 1975 Laura Mulvey published the essay that would de"ne 
feminist "lm theory for decades. “Visual Pleasure and 
Narrative Cinema” taught a generation of "lm students to 
enter the cinema cautiously. The Hollywood "lm, accord-
ing to Mulvey, contained within it all the elements of cap-
italist patriarchy. Every time one of Hitchcock’s blondes 
o,ered herself up to our gaze, the cinema con"rmed that 
men were active and women were passive—  that, as John 
Berger famously put it, “Men look at women. Women 
watch themselves being looked at.” 1 Mulvey’s essay popu-
larized the notion that, from social practices down to our 
unconscious, masculine language structures our psyches. 
And the cinema, born of masculine language, shores up 
those structures.

This was, at least, what many readers remembered 
from Mulvey’s essay. One critic described Mulvey’s criti-
cism of gendered looking relations as “so all- encompassing 
that no form of narrative or visual enjoyment or engage-
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In each, a camera mounted on a central tripod rotates 
slowly, taking in a 360- degree view of the mise- en- scène. 
As we are immersed within this visually disorienting 
style, we follow Louise, a mother who leaves her husband, 
gets a job, and undergoes a psychic and political trans-
formation. Louise becomes involved in union politics; 
she "ghts for better child care at work; she rejects the 
patriarchal family structure in favor of coparenting with a 
close female friend (who may have, by the end of the "lm, 
become Louise’s lover). All the while, a female voice- over 
asks unanswerable questions about motherhood, politics, 
and sexual di,erence. The story is complex, entertaining, 
and—  dare I say—  quite pleasurable.

A rich literature has praised the "lm’s content: its 
musings on gender, labor, and language. And many critics 
have understood the panoramic shot as a politically moti-
vated rejection of Hollywood continuity editing.4 Yet few 
describe the sensory experience of watching these pro-
tracted cinematic panoramas.5 My analysis of Mulvey and 
Wollen’s "lm relies not on the mere fact of its divergence 
from classic cinematic form but rather on a close descrip-
tion of how the camera’s panoramic movement shapes 
visual experience over time.

The pan puts viewers through a playful and chal-
lenging cognitive process. Its moving lens stretches and 
bends the visual "eld, at times distending the relationship 
between the shapes onscreen and the words we assign 
them. This visual experience is, I argue, the very ground 
on which Mulvey and Wollen hoped to build a new, non-
patriarchal language. Before we create a new language, 
we "rst have to see the world anew. Rather than assign 
new words to the same old objects, we must use our eyes 
and minds to divide the matter before us into yet- to- be- 
named shapes. Mulvey and Wollen’s visual disorientations 
aspire to the goal Maurice Merleau- Ponty articulated for 
cinema in his 1964 essay “Film and the New Psychology”: 
“The idea we have of the world would be overturned if we 
could succeed in seeing the intervals between things (for 
example, the space between the trees on the boulevard) as 
objects and, inversely, if we saw the things themselves— 
 the trees—  as the ground.” 6

The optical apparatus of mirror, camera, and frame 
lend their support in this endeavor. But the e,ort, cru-
cially, is our own. We regard the screen as a philosophical 
toy, one we can use to exercise our own perception. We 
sometimes allow the onscreen shapes and colors to cohere 
into a perspectival narrative space; at other times we 

choose to regard them as kaleidoscopic patterns. A frame 
might initially appear as a window or mirror, but soon 
we learn to let our mind’s eye 3icker between these two 
options. The disorientation of the extended panoramic 
shot transforms the screen: it is no longer a window onto 
a stage on which characters move, dramas unfold, and 
events progress. Or it is no longer only that. The screen 
also becomes what Walter Benjamin, essaying cinema’s 
radical potential, called room- for- play.7

Miriam Hansen has read Benjamin’s idea of “play” 
as a mode of sense perception that might counteract the 
destructive e,ects of capitalist modernity by reformu-
lating the relationship between humans and technology.8 
I will use play in a similar but slightly di,erent sense. The 
perceptual play of watching Riddles of the Sphinx suggests 
what it would feel like to be able to restructure the imagi-
nary and thus establish a new relationship between words 
and things. It is only through playing with both language 
and vision that we might forge a new, nonpatriarchal rela-
tionship to language. Riddles’ overt politics—  its “manifest” 
content, perhaps—  obtains support and signi"cance from 
its sensory details. In Riddles, cinema is equal parts percep-
tual toy and critical tool. It holds the promise that humans 
might be able to use machines to reformulate the very 
process of signi"cation.

Rendering Volume

The scene is about to yield up its volume. But not 
without a subtle system of feints.

—   Michel Foucault, “Las Meninas,” in The Order of Things  

(1970)

Neither the lens nor the mirror recognizes our world of 
discrete objects, of things with names. Rather, both regard 
the world as an unbroken "eld of variegated light. The 
cinema signi"es because we assimilate its visual "eld to 
our own abstract systems—  much the way we assimilate 
the visual sensations we encounter whenever our eyes are 
open. We recognize the shapes the screen o,ers up, and 
we call them by their names.

The cinema has also evolved its own language—  an 
abstract, symbolic code. We see a shot of a man and a shot 
of a woman; if we subsequently understand the couple to 
be in the same space, gazing at one another, it is due to this 
system of cinematic language, a set of verbal and visual 
cues. Inspired by Althusserian Marxism and Lacanian psy-
choanalysis, post- 1968 critics in Cahiers du Cinéma and the 
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British journal Screen instigated a thoroughgoing critique 
of such cinematic codes. Mulvey and Wollen were among 
the many critics who advocated for a “counter- cinema,” a 
set of aesthetic strategies that would break with the seam-
lessness of classic cinematic language.9 Riddles, accord-
ingly, rejects traditional editing in favor if its lengthy pans.

Were a "lm to present one continuous, stable shot, 
Daniel Dayan argued, viewers would wonder what, or 
who, had produced the image and to what end; they would 
think about their own roles as viewers and their rela-
tionship to the absent agents constructing the scene. Yet 
when a reverse shot shows a character’s face, the viewer 
retroactively understands the "rst shot as motivated by a 
character’s gaze. Thus, spectators learn to assign every shot 
a cause internal to the "lm’s narrative.10 Jean- Pierre Oudart 
used the word suture to describe how "lms thus produce 
the impression of contiguous space by soliciting the view-
er’s unconscious cooperation. The classical Hollywood "lm 
follows the model of Velázquez’s Las Meninas, a painting 
that envelops the space in which we viewers stand, yet 
erases us in the process.11

In the classical Hollywood cinema, editing moves far 
too quickly and e9ciently to let us savor this paradox. It 
solicits, even exploits, our psychic labor in knitting the 
"lm together and sells us back that labor as entertain-
ment. This is how, according to the critics of Cahiers and 
Screen, cinematic style produced a subject, a living being 
of illusory coherence shot through with capitalist ideol-
ogy. According to David Rodowick, many critics in the 
post- 1968 era asserted that “the only valid form of art was 
one that ruptured the "xity of meaning and decentered 
or deconstructed the subject.” 12 By disrupting the smooth 
machinations of Hollywood style, it follows that a "lm 
might disrupt the subject of capitalist patriarchy too.

It is immediately apparent that the panoramic shot 
breaks with classical Hollywood style: while classical edit-
ing constructs space with crisp e9ciency, the panoramic 
shot unfurls space in time. In this it follows the experience 
of viewing the painted panorama, one of the founding 
sites of modern spectatorship. Like cinema, the painted 
panorama combines multiple two- dimensional, perspec-
tival images to yield an extraordinary sense of volume, 
a virtual space that is as coherent as—  or, rather, more 
coherent than—  the one in which we live. The critics and 
historians who study these earliest manifestations of the 
panorama thus engage the same questions of vision, power, 
and control that were central to 1970s "lm theory. Stephan 

Oettermann’s now- canonical The Panorama: History of a 
Mass Medium ("rst published in 1980 as Das Panorama), 
for example, describes how the painted panorama worked 
on the spectator’s eye and body to produce a modern, 
disciplined subject.13 Like the Marxist critics of cinema, 
Oettermann concludes that the painted panorama enslaves 
vision by o,ering spectators a sense of visual mastery.

The 360- degree cinematic pan, like its nineteenth- 
century painted counterpart, makes us acutely aware of 
the gap at its center, the space from which the spectator 
sees. Critics of Mulvey and Wollen have suggested that the 
panoramic shot indulges viewers’ fantasies of a centered, 
coherent self who has a masterful control over his or her 
surroundings—  whereas many 1970s "lm theorists praised 
the subject- shattering quality of experimental "lm style.14 
These debates about vision and volume are essentially 
about the politics of being—  or not being—  a subject. What 
are the political stakes to feeling “whole” or “divided,” 
“centered” or “decentered,” “constructed” or “decon-
structed”? If political modernism could deconstruct the 
subject, what would it install in its place—  or would any 
stable, nameable self become subject to cooptation?

Already in 1994, Rodowick observed that the question 
of “the subject” had long since retreated in the face of “an 
ever- widening series of di,erences de"ned by complex 
approaches to gender, post- coloniality, racial and ethnic 
di,erences, and queer theory.” 15 Yet this necessary devel-
opment within "lm studies still engaged questions of the 
viewer’s identity and political agency, or lack thereof. 
Riddles arguably stands at the beginning of radical "lm 
theory’s acknowledgment of di,erence. “Visual Pleasure” 
and other early essays of Mulvey’s do not engage racial 
di,erence or the fact of queer spectatorship; nonetheless, 
they grapple with the fact that cinema simply could not 
homogenize its diverse audience, however much it might 
attempt to do so.16 Women denied access, under patriar-
chy, to a stable form of subjectivity were not able to sim-
ply adopt the position of the male viewer. Mulvey’s appeal 
to experimental "lmmaking suggests that radically new 
forms of spectatorship might allow women to construct 
themselves as radically new and di,erent subjects. Riddles 
itself leverages the power of cinema that theory had 
long critiqued: its power to mold the viewer in its image. 
Aesthetic forms, Riddles suggests, can also build new forms 
of life.

The thirteen pans that form Riddles do not constitute a 
new cinematic language, an alternative to the shot/reverse 
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shot system that Oudart called suture. Rather, they push 
back against the abstract, linguistic system of Hollywood 
editing by emphasizing the visual and sensual registers of 
cinematic experience. Camera movement—  including the 
panoramic shot—  has provided a consistent foil for critics 
who analyze the “language” of "lm editing. The camera 
can follow a potentially in"nite number of paths in three- 
dimensional space, making it impossible to account for 
camera movement with fully generalizable rules or typol-
ogies. Despite our best e,orts to subject cinema to a lin-
guistic or structural analysis, camera movement requires 
us to describe our experience of looking in time. This is 
particularly important in Riddles of the Sphinx, where pan-
oramic camera movement forces viewers to attend closely 
to the screen as a constantly shifting visual "eld.

Mulvey and Wollen’s belief that visual sensation could 
serve as the ground for new forms of signi"cation is key 
to understanding Riddles. It is also the direct result of 
Mulvey’s readings in psychoanalytic theory. In the 1970s 
Lacanian psychoanalysis was a foundational intellectual 
framework for many "lm critics. Yet Mulvey’s reading of 
Lacan was distinctive. To understand Mulvey’s ideas about 
gender and language, it is crucial to revisit Lacan’s terms 
symbolic, imaginary, and real. The idea of the imaginary 
deeply in3uenced Mulvey and Wollen’s work on the rela-
tionship between word and image and their ideas about 
how aesthetic experience could transform both.

The Imaginary
“New languages and new forms of representation don’t 
appear like magic just because you hope and want them 
to,” Mulvey stated in a 1979 interview. “Language has to 
be recognizable; it can’t be isolated, just what you hope.” 17 
Instead, Mulvey wanted Riddles to “start making out a 
space which would not necessarily produce a di,erent 
language, but force one to think di,erently”—  a neces-
sary step if a new language was ever to emerge.18 When 
discussing Riddles, Wollen likewise insisted that “it is pre-
cisely the interface between image and word that concerns 
us,” speci"cally “the dialectic of "t and mis"t” between 
word and image.19 At this interface, Riddles performs its 
initial research into new forms of language and develops a 
unique audiovisual means of encouraging nonpatriarchal 
discourse.

Mulvey claimed that Riddles of the Sphinx “is really 
‘about’ the imaginary.” 20 For Lacan, the symbolic is ruled 
by presence and lack—  that is, we can say what an object is 

only by deciding what it isn’t. Lacan argues that this struc-
ture of presence and absence originates in boys’ castration 
fears: through a traumatic encounter with the female 
body, the male child discovers both the power and threat 
of absence, and he uses this knowledge to assert mean-
ing in the "eld of language. Thus, Lacanian theory could 
account for only the male child’s integration into language. 
Women, according to Lacan, never truly gain entry into 
“the symbolic order since they never undergo castration 
anxiety.21 Girls lack a stake in this regime of presence and 
absence since—  as Mary Ann Doane puts it—  they literally 
have nothing to lose.22

Lacking access to the symbolic, women, according 
to Lacan, remain stuck in the realm of the imaginary. 
Stephen Heath associates the imaginary with the pleni-
tude of the “mother- child dyad,” a phase, or relationship, 
in which the infant does not yet understand where his 
body ends and the mother’s begins—  or where objects in 
general "nd their boundaries.23 The female child typically 
fails to traverse the Oedipus complex, remaining intimate 
with the mother and failing to internalize the father’s “no.” 
Women, moreover, often become mothers themselves, 
reentering the mother- child dyad from the other side. 
The imaginary’s elastic nature makes it, in Daniel Dayan’s 
words, “the structure through which images are formed.” 24 
It allows us to organize the visual world into "elds of sen-
sation that we later recognize as objects, and to which we 
append language. It is the adhesive with which we apply 
words to things. Yet in classic Lacanian theory, to be stuck 
in the imaginary is still to live in the world of plenitude 
and possibility, in which images emerge from sensation 
as provisional, always changeable forms, and language 
lacks the capacity truly to limit perception. In this state, 
language is correspondingly less e,ective. Because it lacks 
the capacity to limit, it also lacks the capacity to signify.

Yet Riddles shows how the imaginary gains traction 
in the world of politics and subjectivity. For Mulvey, 
“even concrete political activities are shot through with 
the workings of the imaginary,” particularly as women 
encounter the question of motherhood—  “to live it, or to 
not live it.” 25 In the case of Louise, Riddles’s protagonist, 
the concrete activity of child rearing imbricates with 
her own memories of infancy, in3uencing her practi-
cal, world- altering decisions about labor, unionization, 
and the politics and practicalities of child care. Rational 
decision making and inner psychic life appear codetermi-
nate: Louise enters the workplace and negotiates life as a 
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working mother. At the "lm’s literal center—  the seventh 
of its thirteen panoramic shots—  the narrator asks, “What 
would a politics of the unconscious look like?”

The imaginary and the symbolic also serve a formal 
function for the "lm’s visual register, particularly in its 
thirteen panoramas. In the following section, I will attend 
closely to these visual sensations, since it is speci"cally the 
pan that allows Mulvey and Wollen to insist on the imagi-
nary’s importance. The pan stresses the “interface between 
image and word” by distorting the way the "lm lens 
divides colors and shapes into objects. As "elds of color 
stretch or 3oat across the frame, they pass from abstract 
shape to nameable thing, and back again. Riddles thus pro-
vides a rich visual "eld that catches the imaginary and the 
symbolic in an altercation. The fact of panoramic camera 
movement plays with the links between objects and their 
signi"cation, suggesting that the imaginary is not simply 
the unstable ground of a rigid symbolic but the primary 
site for language’s reconstruction.

Bent Space

An image is a stop the mind makes between 
uncertainties.

—  Djuna Barnes, Nightwood (1936)

Nearly a decade before Riddles of the Sphinx, Jackie 
Raynal’s experimental feature Deux fois (1968) also used 
the extensive pan to interrogate cinematic space in the 
course of a feminist narrative. One of the "lm’s early 
shots sets the camera on an embankment in the middle 
of a four- lane road and executes a lengthy pan that makes 
several 360- degree loops. Our "rst journey around with 
the camera gives us ample time to absorb the scene: a 
group of pedestrians waits at a crosswalk; a car waits at 
a stoplight. But by the time the camera makes its second 
journey around, all these objects have changed position. 
The pedestrians have disappeared; they have apparently 
crossed the road behind us while the camera directed our 
attention away from their trajectory. Our sense of disori-
entation increases as the speed of the pan picks up slightly, 
and as we gradually lose track of the number of times the 
camera has spun around in its place.

In a later scene, the camera pans counterclockwise 
across a seated group of young adults, who stare back at 
it. Raynal’s own face is one of the last we meet before the 
camera reverses its 180- degree journey, showing us the 
same series of young people in reverse. But something has 

changed: when we arrive back at our starting point, we 
encounter Raynal’s face again. Initially, her appearance is 
surprising, paradoxical: the young woman appears in this 
space twice, as if by magic, betraying the viewer’s expec-
tation that o,- camera space will remain unchanged as it 
awaits the return of his or her gaze. Within a few seconds, 
we realize that Raynal simply crossed behind the camera 
while it was on the midst of its return journey, arriving at 
the other end of the pan in time to meet us there.

Raynal’s experiments illustrate an obvious yet crucial 
di,erence between the painted panorama and the cine-
matic pan shot: the pan necessarily presents 360 degrees 
in time. Of course, many painted panoramas, particularly 
battle panoramas, adopt a form of continuous narrative 
and portray several historical events that do not occur 
simultaneously. And the viewer of the painted panorama 
is unable to see the entire work at once; she must encoun-
ter it bit by bit over time. Yet the viewer of the painted 
panorama can still proceed as if every part of the artwork 
is equally available to his or her eye at any given moment. 
This may be one reason that Oettermann characterizes 
panoramic spectatorship as a position of visual mastery or 
enslaved vision, a space both intelligible and inescapable.26

The cinematic panoramic shot, on the other hand, 
displays a world constantly in 3ux, in which the specta-
tor must cede a great deal of control and mastery over 
depicted space. Over the course of a 360- degree pan, the 
viewer sees every part of the landscape in the camera’s 
range of vision, yet sees each part of it only at a particular 
moment. With the extensive pans of Deux fois and Riddles, 
we are often just as aware of what is out- of- "eld as what 
we see within the frame.

Riddles plays with the same sense of 3ux as Deux fois, 
showing objects and characters moving freely in and out 
of frame. In a sequence set in a playground, Riddles plays 
a similar game to the one referenced in Deux fois: Louise 
and her daughter appear on one side of a spiraling slide 
("g. 11.1), then an instant later on the next ("g. 11.2) as the 
camera mimics the slide’s spinning form. In the "lm’s 
sixth panoramic shot, Louise, who has recently started 
work as a telephone operator, discusses with her cowork-
ers the possibility of forming a union to "ght for free, 
company- sponsored child care. The camera slowly pans, 
showing the entirety of the o9ce’s break room and its all- 
female workforce; women pass in and out of frame from 
one group to another, discussing politics and the everyday 
in the same breath. Another panoramic shot recalls and 
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elaborates on Deux fois’s vertiginous tra9c panorama: 
it positions the panning camera on top of a moving car. 
As the vehicle snakes through a series of winding high-
way ramps, it continues to spin. Miraculously, midway 
through the shot, our gaze encounters Louise and her 
friends as they travel in an adjacent vehicle. Throughout 
the entire shot these women’s conversation has played on 
the soundtrack; until we see their vehicle and thus locate 
them "rmly in diegetic space, it is easy to imagine Louise 

and her friends riding below us, within the vehicle on 
which our rotating camera rides. The scene exploits the 
spatial logic of the classical Hollywood cinema, which 
often associates the locations of cameras with those of 
characters. But Mulvey and Wollen play with that spatial 
logic, stretching it in ways that make us highly aware of 
how the camera positions us as viewers.

Many of Riddles’s most intriguing shots are less obvi-
ously virtuosic. In the "rst few pans, we encounter Louise 

Figs. 11.1–11.2. Laura Mulvey (British, 
b. 1941), Riddles of the Sphinx, 1977.
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in the cramped space of her home before she leaves her 
husband, Chris. In these domestic spaces, we are highly 
aware not only of our position at the center of the pan-
oramic shot but also of how the movement of the pan 
slowly guides the camera lens over a series of domestic 
objects. These familiar things—  pots and pans, dishes, door 
handles—  all go through several di,erent kinds of per-
spectival distortion. Camera perspective, of course, auto-
matically renders objects di,erently depending on where 
they stand with respect to a central viewpoint: a cuboid 
object positioned near the camera’s central vanishing 
point might appear nearly square, but move the camera a 
few inches toward one side or the other, and the orthog-
onal lines that show its depth will lengthen dramatically. 
Objects subject to a camera’s pan go through even more 
dramatic transformations, as the camera lens (and, with 
it, its central vanishing point) moves not only on an X axis 
with regard to the frame, but also on a Z axis—  closer to 
and farther from the objects before it—  as it traces a hor-
izontal arc in space. As objects move with respect to the 
vanishing point, they also, at the same rate, get closer or 
farther from the perspectival plane.

In Riddles’s panoramic shots, many objects are thus 
momentarily distorted by perspective, or merely by a 
shot’s framing. Yet because of the constant motion of the 
pan, these objects always survive their moments of inscru-
tability. At one point in the "rst pan a white door "lls the 
entire frame, seeming to swell to a larger size than it was 
mere moments before. The gray shape at its right brie3y 
loses its iconic relation to its referent: a door handle. This 

solid color mass, moreover, breaks the continuity between 
the space we know to lie on the left and right of the white 
door. But as the pan continues, the door soon becomes a 
door again: the accident of framing recedes as quickly as it 
emerged.

Perspective alone rarely distorts objects in Riddles into 
completely abstract forms. But even when the audience 
can easily recognize the objects onscreen, their subtle 
changes in shape still alienate. The wide- angle camera lens 
slightly distorts the objects at the frame’s edges, creating a 
subtle "sh- eye e,ect. With a stable frame, this distortion 
is scarcely noticeable, but camera movement brings it to 
our attention. In the initial panorama in Louise’s kitchen, 
we see a straight- on shot of three blue pots sitting on a 
counter, in a row parallel to the perspective plane ("g. 11.3). 
The pots are framed on the right side of the shot by the 
edge of the camera frame, which runs vertically and thus 
perfectly perpendicular to the counter’s level surface. As 
the camera pans to the right, the appearance of these pots 
barely changes—  yet the appearance of the rectangular 
counter on which they sit is dramatically transformed.

The right angles of counter and frame that previously 
dominated the composition—  a Cartesian grid framed by 
cinema’s rectangular frame—  bends before our eyes when 
the counter’s right edge emerges ("g. 11.4). It is at an angle 
to the frame’s edge; its forms an orthogonal line that 
recedes in depth toward the kitchen wall. Immediately, 
our sense of what forms a “right angle” is transformed. 
Before, the frame’s vertical edge and the counter’s hori-
zontal plane formed a graphic right angle onscreen. Now, 

Figs. 11.3–11.4. Laura Mulvey, Riddles of the Sphinx, 1977.
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we are aware that a shape that forms right angle in the 
pro"lmic world appears as a stretched, warped acute angle 
when it appears in its graphic, onscreen form. The lens’s 
capacity to render depth comes into con3ict with the 
counter’s rectangular shape.

The shape of the counter mutates further as the cam-
era continues to move to the left: its right edge becomes 
longer, and the distance between it and the left side of the 
frame increases. Moreover, the actual angle at which the 
line of the counter stretches across the screen changes 
with the camera’s orientation. We witness this e,ect in 
all rectangular objects that the camera closely passes: 
as its inches past a calendar on the wall, we notice that 
the frame’s lower edge initially matches up with the cal-
endar’s horizontal edge ("g. 11.5), but soon the camera’s 
stable movement radically destabilizes the relationship 
between these two strong horizontals ("g. 11.6). Shapes 
thus appear elastic. At every given moment each object 
obtains a di,erent outline, yet without changing dramat-
ically in size and without serving a di,erent function in 
the mise- en- scène.27

In the pan shot, camera perspective thus serves a di,er-
ent function than it does in the Hollywood "lm. Oudart 
and Jean- Louis Schefer argue that classical painting, pro-
duced according to the "gurative codes of perspective, cen-
ters the perceiving subject.28 Since perspective provides a 
predictable way to model the relative shapes and distances 
of objects, it presents itself as transparent, e,ectively hid-
ing its mode of "guration. Moreover, perspectival render-
ing shows space from a singular viewpoint shared by both 

the imagined painter and the intended spectator.29 Dayan 
similarly argues for Jean- Louis Baudry’s apparatus theory 
as the best argument “that the perceptual system and ide-
ology of representation are built into the cinematographic 
representation itself.” 30 (Though, for Dayan, this argu-
ment about the perspectival image remains insu9cient 
to describe cinema’s ideological e,ects since it does not 
explain how "lm "ction works.)

While the viewer may be literally centered by the pan— 
 in Riddles, we observe Louise’s room from a "xed point— 
 objects within pro"lmic space shift as we watch them. The 
vanishing point of the image changes quickly and dramat-
ically, yet also predictably: the viewer is thus brought into 
a gamelike relationship with the screen’s visual "eld, pre-
dicting how objects may or may not be transformed as the 
camera traces its path across them over time. Unlike the 
painted panorama, a cinematic pan does not render space 
through a discrete number of vanishing points. Instead, 
it has an in"nite number: or, rather, there is one contin-
uously changing vanishing point, locked to the camera’s 
movement. Once Mulvey and Wollen, along with the 
cinematographer Dianne Tammes, set the focal length and 
determined the mise- en- scène, there could be no further 
strategizing about how the space to be represented was to 
divide. The camera may o,er a rationalized vision, but it is 
not necessarily the human vision of perspectival painting.

Painters tend to make strategic decisions to avoid 
perspectival distortion. Artists working on the painted 
panorama thus chose to place vanishing points at stra-
tegic intervals throughout their works to avoid such 

Figs. 11.5–11.6. Laura Mulvey, Riddles of the Sphinx, 1977.
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distortions. As E. H. Gombrich has famously observed, 
painters present to us a world that is "ltered through, 
and thus formed by, human cognition. Gombrich used 
the term visual schemata to describe the mental images we 
have inherited from past representational traditions and 
which guide artists’ image making. The artist thus “begins 
not with his visual impression but with his idea or con-
cept: the German artist with his concept of a castle that he 
applies as well as he can to that individual castle.” 31

Cameras operate di,erently: rather than creating each 
object individually with a conceptual framework imposed 
by words (for example, this is a castle, this is a lion, and 
so on), lenses address the world not as a plethora of 
objects but as a continuous "eld of light. Cameras do not 
necessarily present us with imagery that breaks with our 
conceptual schemata for objects: on the contrary, most 
cinematographers go to great lengths to frame and pose 
objects to render them recognizable, in accordance with 
the verbal concepts we possess for them. At the same time, 
we know that camera perspective can warp objects into 
unconventional con"gurations that no human would have 
chosen. Postwar avant- garde cinema often works with 
this capability: Stan Brakhage’s The Text of Light (1974) 
displays abstract imagery that derives from close- ups of a 
crystal ashtray. The pan, arguably, strengthens the alien-
ating e,ects of the camera lens: a contemporary camera 
operators’ handbook acknowledges that the “action of a 
pan” is “an unnatural experience for the human visual sys-
tem” because a pan, unlike human vision, is not “selective; 
everything that it ‘sees’ throughout the duration of the pan 
or tilt gets equal treatment.” 32

Thus cinema’s powers of visual estrangement result 
from the medium’s temporal nature. The “panoramic 
time” of the camera’s circular sweep makes both time 
and space feel elastic. This perhaps explains the over-
whelming visual sensation of watching Riddles’s panning 
shots: each shot feels impossibly long, as though it yields 
far more than 360 degrees’ worth of visual information. 
This plenitude of visual information—  the lens’s constant 
regeneration of the objects before it—  overwhelms the 
viewer’s ability to assimilate fully the pro"lmic space. 
On "rst viewing, it largely remains extremely di9cult 
to determine precisely when the camera has completed 
half its transit. And every object before the camera’s lens 
manifests itself as an in"nite number of shapes, some far 
removed from the iconic, verbal- conceptual imagery we 
associate with them.

If the automatic, mechanical nature of photographic 
perspective has the power to estrange image from con-
cept, it may also allow viewers to explore the relationship 
between Lacan’s imaginary and symbolic orders. By slow-
ing and distorting the process by which we append words 
to things, Riddles’s pan shots allow the imaginary and sym-
bolic regimes to overlap. Throughout the "lm, moments 
of abstraction—  such as the white door’s complete dom-
inance of the frame—  punctuate scenes of recognizable 
spaces. By slowing our assimilation of the nameable 
objects appearing onscreen, the "lm reveals the action of 
the imaginary and symbolic orders in our minds as we 
view—  and a codetermination of word and image.

“Cut by Circumstances to Fit”
One famous shot from Riddles plays much more overtly 
with the idea of the imaginary. The twelfth panorama (of 
thirteen) takes place in the apartment of Maxine, Louise’s 
friend who has helped her develop a feminist, Marxist 
consciousness. The apartment is a disorienting jumble 
of curtains and mirrors, and it plays with the spectator’s 
inability to discern tangible objects from their re3ected 
images when both are framed by cinematic projection 
("g. 11.7). On the screen, “real” objects are just as 3at as 
their re3ections, and we can tell the two apart only if 
a mirrored surface is clearly framed. As Gilles Deleuze 
argued of the famous “hall of mirrors” scene in Orson 
Welles’s Citizen Kane (1941), cinematic projection renders 
the “virtual” and “actual” Kane equally present to "lm 
viewers.33 In Riddles’s penultimate panoramic shot, tight 
framing makes it at times di9cult to deduce—  especially 
on a "rst viewing—  where each mirrored surface starts and 
ends. But the camera’s panning action also hinders our 
ability in this regard; it has a leveling e,ect on the mise- 
en- scène. Both objects and their re3ections appear to 
inhabit two coeval orders of reality.

The shot begins with Louise: we see her image clearly 
re3ected in an oval mirror as she reads aloud from 
Maxine’s diary. When Louise asks Maxine the meaning 
of a particular passage, Maxine answers that she does 
not know, just as the camera passes from the image of an 
“actual” red curtain to its mirrored re3ection. On "rst 
viewing, this passage is nearly indiscernible, since the thin 
strip of the mirror’s left frame is almost buried in the red 
curtain’s deep vertical folds. Soon after, we receive a more 
solid indication that we have entered mirror space, when 
we see a classical bust doubled onscreen ("g. 11.8). Yet 
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skeptical viewers "nd no de"nitive proof that they are not 
looking at two “actual” busts.

Continuing its right- to- left course, the camera even-
tually encounters Maxine, who is still listening to Louise 
("g. 11.9). On the left, Maxine is framed by the large mir-
ror’s left edge—  but disoriented viewers who had not 
realized they were looking at “mirror space” can easily see 
the frame as a doorframe, and the “virtual” mirrored space 
as an actual recessed alcove within Maxine’s room. Above 
Maxine’s head hangs a landscape painting of an empty 
blue lagoon. To the left of the mirror frame, we encounter 
an uncanny repetition of this image. The small rectangle 
that frames the second landscape may be another mirror, 
pointing at a precise angle. Yet its matte, square appear-
ance suggests it may, too, be a framed reproduction of the 
image above Maxine’s head.

The entire scene, with its frames within frames and 
mirrors upon mirrors, recalls Manet’s Bar at the Folies- 
Bergère: another ri, on Las Meninas. The playful viewer 
has options about how to divide the cinematic image 
into “actual” space and “mirrored” space. Each part of the 
frame is only provisionally “mirrored” or “actual”; the 
viewer labels each with the understanding that further 
visual data may help her split or collapse these "elds of 
her own creation. Beyond a certain point, it makes no 
di,erence whether we look at one of the scene’s frames as 
the border of a mirror or an easily traversed doorframe. 
The scene does not ask us to de"ne its spaces and objects 
in terms of negation: the “real” objects as “not re3ections,” 
the re3ected objects as “not real.” Fields of vision coalesce 
or divide in response to our probings. Here we may 
be in the Lacanian imaginary Mulvey claimed was the 
"lm’s setting.

During the scene, Louise and Maxine engage with 
the text of Maxine’s diary in a playful, interpretive way, 
assigning extreme gravity to the content of their imagina-
tions. Scott MacDonald enumerates how Louise’s reading 
revises the borders between metaphor, dream, and mem-
ory spontaneously and at will.34 One element of Maxine’s 
diary sticks out: the sentence Maxine claims, at the begin-
ning of the sequence, she does not yet understand—  “they 
make a groove or a pattern into which or upon which 
other patterns "t or are placed un"tted and are cut by 
circumstances to "t.” The phrase initially sounds like non-
sense but could in fact aptly describe a mirror: a surface 
that passively re3ects other patterns without adjusting 
them to "t, merely capturing the incidence of light on it. 

Figs. 11.7–11.9. Laura Mulvey, Riddles of the Sphinx, 1977.
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It could, likewise, describe the "lm camera’s indexical, 
automatic recording—  the very inhuman object that in 
previous sequences illustrated the imbrications of verbal 
concept and nonverbal image.

This phrase, in fact, comes from another woman’s 
attempt to reconcile her interests in cinema and psycho-
analysis with her lived reality as a woman. It is a quota-
tion from the poet H.D.’s Tribute to Freud, an account of 
the conversations the poet and passionate cinephile held 
with the aging analyst about a “cinematic” hallucination 
she saw—  or perhaps, she claimed, projected herself—  on 
the walls of a Corfu hotel. She describes these shapes as 
“hieroglyphics.” “The writing, at least, is consistent. It is 
composed by the same person, it is drawn or written by 
the same hand. Whether that hand or person is myself, 
projecting the images as a sign, a warning. . . . Or whether 
they are projected from outside. . . . For my head is already 
warning me that this is an unusual dimension, an unusual 
way to think, that my brain or mind may not be equal to 
the occasion.” 35 H.D.’s description of the event sounds 
remarkably like the psychic uncertainty of writers like 
Mulvey and Wollen in the face of classical Hollywood 
cinema: the images onscreen manipulate the viewer’s 
unconscious while appearing to be produced by it. H.D. 
discussed this experience or “projection” with Freud, who 
called it “perhaps her most dangerous symptom.” Under 

intense psychoanalytic scrutiny, H.D. insisted on the 
meaning of this event, her power in the face of it.36 Riddles, 
likewise, asserts the power and productivity of women’s 
cinematic imagination in the face of more hidebound 
psychoanalytic readings that treat projection merely as 
symptom.

Toward the scene’s end, the room’s elements begin to 
stabilize: after passing Louise’s mirror image—  discernible 
in the re3ection of a cup of pencils in front of her—  we 
enter “actual” space ("g. 11.10). But as soon as the “actual” 
Louise and Maxine pass us, we see another re3ection: that 
of the cinematographer Dianne Tammes, sweeping her 
camera past a tall, narrow mirror ("g. 11.11). Though one 
might expect her appearance to read as an ironic assertion 
of the scene’s constructedness, the image strikingly lacks 
cynicism. Tammes moves the camera with incredible 
focus and authority but also with lightness. Her hips sway 
back and forth; she seems to dance, silently and slowly, to 
maintain the pan’s steady rhythm. Riddles’s sense of play 
comes to the fore: Tammes smiles while she helps create a 
world of illusions.

As it was for H.D., cinema is in Riddles a powerful 
tool made by and for women’s imaginations. Tammes’s 
camera allows her to create hallucinations, collapse and 
rebuild the boundaries between spaces—  or between two- 
dimensional re3ection and three- dimensional “reality.” In 

Fig. 11.10. Laura Mulvey, Riddles 
of the Sphinx, 1977.
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this panoramic shot, cinema, mirrors, and storytelling all 
appear as a means by which to access such hallucinatory 
powers. It suggests the eye might one day literally rear-
range reality.

Conclusion

I’m interested in a kind of balance that has some 
similarity to the way Cézanne equalized the physical 
facts and the presented illusions in painting. On "lm the 
transformation is into light and time and the balance 
is between the illusions (spatial and otherwise) and the 
facts- of- light on a surface.

—  Michael Snow (1967)

Riddles throws into question the shapes and boundaries of 
objects, without ever crossing over into pure abstraction: 
shapes and colors onscreen still maintain their identities 
as real, tangible things. The "lm destabilizes the visual 
codes of illusionist cinema without “destabilizing” the 
subject (or its “imaginary coherence”) in the way many 
1970s "lm theorists advocated. My reading argues, per-
haps perversely, that the "lm in fact secures and stabilizes 
the female viewer by giving her a sense of playful mas-
tery over the images onscreen. I believe that Riddles of 
the Sphinx encourages us into a playful relationship with 
space and time, strengthening the identity and capability 

of the person playing. It is precisely in aesthetic play that 
the viewer senses the potential for a “new language.”

Some scholars have criticized Mulvey and Wollen’s aes-
thetic for re3ecting neo- Kantian ideals: for Laura Kipnis 
the "lm evinces a “conservative reinvestment in aesthetic 
autonomy,” and in their artistic worldview, “one might sus-
pect that the transcendental subject can’t be far behind.” 37 
This critique echoes a more literal complaint that the pan’s 
center stabilizes the viewing subject, reproducing the illu-
sory mastery viewers also experience in Hollywood cin-
ema. But both examples, ironically, provide insight into the 
way Riddles operates: it is precisely through being centered, 
through an encounter with modernist aesthetics, that the 
"lm’s viewers can experience its full political and aesthetic 
import as a feminist "lm. Riddles makes a centered, subjec-
tive cinematic viewpoint "nally available to women; at the 
same time, it establishes this viewpoint as the ground on 
which we might build a nonpatriarchal language.

Michael Snow’s La région centrale (1971) o,ers a useful 
comparison: another panoramic "lm that o,ers view-
ers similar opportunities to play with, and hone, their 
senses. The "lm comprises dozens of 360- degree tilt 
and pan shots, all taken from the same location: Snow 
attached his camera to a robotic arm he had erected on 
a Canadian mountaintop. Over the "lm’s three hours, 
viewers become intimately familiar with every aspect of 

Fig. 11.11. Laura Mulvey, Riddles 
of the Sphinx, 1977.
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the wilderness surrounding the camera, and they come to 
identify strongly with that camera, arguably much more 
strongly than they do in Riddles. The camera does not 
just pan along a horizontal plane but performs a series of 
back3ips and tilts—  and as we swoop and spin with it, we 
start to feel as if we are riding a roller coaster. At other 
times, Snow’s camera moves so quickly and wildly on 
its axis that the onscreen shapes and colors cease to rep-
resent an antecedent nature. They are no longer objects 
outside the window of our spinning vessel—  we no longer 
feel the sensation of moving with the camera but rather 
"nd ourselves suddenly back in the theater, sitting in our 
seats. The colors and shapes have become abstract visual 
phenomena on a screen. But the best moments in La région 
centrale—  the moments that illustrate what Snow has called 
the “balance” between illusionism and “the facts- of- light 
on a surface”—  come when the camera spins at precisely 
the speed that allows us to choose between the two. We 
can, at moments, perform this gestalt switch ourselves and 
choose how we would like to regard the screen: as win-
dow or canvas.

Soon after Riddles was made, the critic Annette 
Michelson wrote a groundbreaking article about La région 
centrale analyzing this very aesthetic experience. Her essay 
suggests precisely what avant- garde aesthetics might 
achieve: the creation of a more coherent subjectivity. 
Michelson inverted contemporary "lm theorists’ critiques 
of camera perspective, quoting Jean- Louis Baudry’s asser-
tion that “the world” of the mobile camera is “constituted 
not just by [the viewer’s] eye, but for it . . . the mobility of 
the camera seems to ful"ll the most favorable conditions 
for the manifestation of the ‘transcendental subject.’” 38 
Michelson "nds in Snow’s "lm just this formal and psy-
chic signi"cance, as a mobile camera records panoramic 
views of a Canadian landscape. “It is of course,” she writes, 
“this disembodied mobility of the eye- subject which is 
hyperbolized in La Région Centrale.” 39

It is perhaps Snow’s hyperbole that makes his aesthetic 
revolutionary: instead of taking for granted our sense of 
sovereignty over our surroundings and visual apparatus, 
we obtain a highly self- conscious sense of our perceptual 
powers. Such playful exaggeration engenders what, in 
other writings, Michelson has called the viewer’s “ludic 
sovereignty” over his or her own perceptions of space 
and time.40 Like the great Soviet avant- garde directors, 
Michelson believes that playful engagement with cinema 
could engender “no less than the transformation of the 

human condition through a cinematic intensi"cation of 
cognitive accuracy, analytic precision, and epistemological 
certitude.” 41

Riddles makes its own arguments for the power of the 
ludic. After Louise’s tale concludes, we see series of strong, 
capable female acrobats, transformed by postproduction 
processing into abstract splashes of color. The images 
convey the power and playfulness female bodies can 
experience, while the video processing makes it di9cult 
to view these women as mere sexual spectacle. Then the 
"lm’s "nal section shows an extreme close- up of a child’s 
mercury maze toy. We watch as a bubble of mercury 3oats 
through plastic corridors, urged one way and the next 
by a pair of o,screen hands (Mulvey’s).42 The "lm ends 
the moment the game is won, and the silver bubble slips 
into the hole at the maze’s center. We, likewise, have been 
placed in our center; likewise, we have found our way 
there only through play. The panoramic shots at the center 
of the "lm o,er many of Région’s delights: objects become 
abstract shapes and then objects again; we guess at the 
relationships between the screen’s spaces. Moreover, 
the overt political content of Riddles, as of Mulvey and 
Wollen’s writings, suggests that intimate links between the 
transformation of our perceptual and analytic senses and 
the transformation of our psychic apparatus: that devel-
oping the language to speak sexual di,erence will be an 
adventure, a trip, a radical rewiring of our perceptual appa-
ratus. The "lm aims at a playful, empowered engagement 
with the interaction between word and image, object and 
re3ection—  between the world as we know it and what it 
might become.
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